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INTRODUCTION

A classroom is a magical place. It’s where transfor-
mations can happen as many as fi fty times each day, 
where epiphanies are born and inspiration sets in. The 
classroom is a playground for the intellect, a workshop 

for skill building, and a laboratory for testing new strategies. It’s a 
place for growth, for hard work, for socialization. And it’s a place 
where we and our students come to understand our own potential, 
hurdles, and motivations.

Much of our work as teachers is to plan for these miracles. We 
work hard to set the stage for our students to make discoveries that 
will ignite their own passion for learning and for doing. We cho-
reograph intricate dances between our own goals for our students 
and theirs. We facilitate highly nuanced conversations that gently 
nudge our students toward deeper understanding of concepts and 
content we know they need and hope they want. We carefully nav-
igate the currents of their curiosity, aiming to both encourage and 
steer it toward higher pursuits.

We diligently strive to make the content we teach match our 
students’ interests, or at least to bridge the gap between what our 
students care about and what our state standards say they ought 
to know. We spend endless hours seeking out the perfect text and 
the just-right assignment, and crafting the most effective feedback, 
all in service of turning our kids on to learning, preserving their 
natural drive to grow. And our efforts do pay off. Every day we can 
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see evidence of this: a child claims, “Now I get it!” and proceeds to 
explain in his own words his new understanding; a student hands in 
a paper with capital letters at the beginning and appropriate punc-
tuation at the end of every sentence; our classroom is silent for a 
solid twenty-fi ve minutes for the fi rst time and we are certain that 
all students spent the whole time reading their book; a small-group 
lesson ends with all four students demonstrating clear progress; a 
student who hasn’t shared her writing before suddenly raises her 
hand to ask, “Can I read my poem to the class?”

These are the moments that move us: they raise us up and val-
idate all of our efforts; they remind us why we work so hard and 
encourage us to keep going. We hope for such moments every day, 
and often we see them, but if you’re anything like I was a few years 
ago, you might be wondering how to get more of your students to 
experience (and demonstrate) more of these proud moments more 
often. Even though my students were clearly showing progress, 
scoring well on standardized tests, reading and writing with greater 
frequency, skill, and satisfaction than they had previously, and 
even though my administrators consistently rated my work highly, 
I thought my students and I could be doing more. But what was it? 
What could we do that I hadn’t already tried? What was missing?

The answer might be surprising, but then again it might be 
quite obvious. As you’ll learn in the fi rst chapter of this book, I was 
already doing my best to apply best practices for my content area 
(English language arts) and was learning from the greatest teachers 
in our fi eld, following the research, and working hard to improve 
my craft, to provide the best learning experiences I could co-create 
with and for my students. Still, I was aware of room for growth and 
was determined to discover how to sharpen the edge of our class-
room experiences. I wanted to expand the reaches of the magic that 
was already happening for my students, and I found the answer not 
in a book on literacy, but in one on biology. What I discovered pro-
vided that edge, expanded the reaches of our achievement, and has 
forever changed my defi nition of the term active engagement.

The term is common enough in education that we’ve devised 
myriad working defi nitions for it. In one classroom, students are 
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“actively engaged” when they sit and listen to a lecture. In another, 
they are “actively engaged” when they fi ll in a worksheet. In yet 
another classroom, “active engagement” is asking the teacher a 
question. I’m not convinced that we have clearly defi ned this term. 
In fact, I believe its meaning is so muddled that we can think our 
kids are actively engaged when really, they’re not.

In the broadest sense, active engagement means to do some-
thing during, or just after, classroom instruction. By this defi ni-
tion, we might think students are actively engaged when listening 
to the teacher because to listen is to do something. But I propose 
that active engagement is achieved when students do something 
that facilitates cognitive processing of course content. “Cognitive 
processing of course content” can also be described as learning. By 
this defi nition, we can no longer be certain that listening to a lecture 
qualifi es as “active engagement.” How can we know if the act of 
listening facilitates learning? We can’t. That is, we can’t know until 
we assess the listener’s understanding of the lecture. In my opinion, 
that leaves too much to chance. What if the student is writing notes 
as the teacher lectures? In this case, there is a greater chance that 
cognitive processing of course content (learning) is occurring. Then 
again, if the learner’s note-taking style interferes with the stream 
of information coming from the teacher, then cognitive process-
ing may be ineffective. So how can we ensure students’ successful 
active engagement? We may need to adjust our teaching style.

We’ll need to activate students’ executive function (more on 
this later) and involve our students in tasks that align their physi-
cal actions (things they do—such as reading, talking, writing, using 
manipulatives, creating, building, and so on) with cognitive pro-
cessing of course content.

Sounds like a magic trick. If not magic, then it must require a lot 
of effort. Right? Well, not really. It just takes some understanding 
of how the brain learns, a little fi nesse, and the willingness to try 
something out of the ordinary.

INTRODUCTION
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CONTENTS
In Chapter 1 of this book, you’ll learn about my journey from 
wanting to do better for myself and my students to the break-
throughs that transformed the way I teach, learn, and live.

Chapter 2 provides the science of how movement, talk, and a 
fl exible environment activate executive function and prepare the 
brain for learning. Because the research is ongoing, I hope you’ll 
pick up the threads and follow the leaders whose work I share in 
this chapter, especially those in the fi eld of movement or exercise 
and its relationship with the learning brain.

You’ll fi nd strategies for increasing student movement and talk 
in your classroom in Chapter 3. When you see your own students 
more deeply engaged in your course content because you’ve gotten 
them out of their seats and given them the space for deep discussion 
and inquiry, I hope you’ll be so impressed with the results, you’ll 
create—along with your students—more ways to do this every day.

In Chapter 4, you’ll learn a range of ways to use the physi-
cal space to stimulate students’ attention and learning capacity. 
This can be a polarizing topic, because we know that having some 
element of consistency is important for young learners’ sense of 
safety and willingness to take academic risks. However, I believe 
that idea has been too widely interpreted to justify never moving 
any furniture or reassigning areas in the classroom, creating a static 
space that fails to stimulate new thinking or inspire students to “go 
out on a limb” for learning’s sake. Here, you’ll see that even slight 
changes to your students’ perception of the environment can posi-
tively affect their focus when done deliberately. This section offers 
a lot of guidance in helping students benefi t from change rather 
than be distracted by it. When done with care, manipulating the 
environment is a tool that can enhance learning, so you’ll want to 
fold it into your repertoire.

Finally, in Chapter 5, you’ll become familiar with the stages of 
implementation of the methods outlined in Chapters 3 and 4. You’ll 
gain insights for navigating your way toward mastery of these 
practices. I aim to provide a continuum of support for you as you 
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try these methods and gain confi dence in and comfort with them. 
Eventually, you and your students will be able to use movement, 
talk, and the space intuitively to support specifi c classroom goals.

TEACHER AS LEARNER
One tenet of effective teaching that I embrace fervently is that the 
most engaging and compassionate teachers are those who prac-
tice what they preach. Doing the work we ask our students to do 
gives us continuous fi rsthand experience that serves to connect us 
intimately with our students’ challenges and triumphs, keeps us 
grounded in realistic expectations for their growth and productiv-
ity, and helps deepen our bond with them. In the spirit of actively 
engaging in learning, then, each chapter of this book ends with sug-
gestions for applying the concepts and strategies in your own life 
right away. This allows you to experience the effects I write about 
before ever asking your students to engage with them.

I highly recommend that you maintain a learning journal. You 
might keep a special notebook or digital document (though it’s 
interesting to note that research shows that writing by hand on 
paper has a more profound effect on the brain and on learning than 
typing does), or you can devote some pages in your daily plan book 
just for this work. Writing refl ectively is a key component in the 
learning process and one of the strongest ways to actively engage.

That brings me to another thought: you might wonder why I 
did not include in this book a section on writing as a tool of active 
engagement. The answer is simple: writing is already widely used 
in this way—or at least I’ve observed far more refl ective writing in 
classrooms than movement or talk. The research on its effective-
ness is widespread and commonly addressed in many school com-
munities. I know math teachers who have students write to artic-
ulate their understanding of concepts; social studies teachers who 
have students keep learning journals, where they put into their own 
words what they recall from lessons and readings; science teachers 
who have students write to discover their questions about topics, 
concepts, and procedures covered in class; and literacy teachers 
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whose students keep journals of their thoughts about reading mate-
rial as well as refl ections on their daily experiences. I also know 
principals who ask their staff members to use writing as a tool of 
refl ection at the beginning and end of meetings.

This book, then, focuses on less ubiquitous methods that you 
can add to your repertoire of teaching and learning.

A fi nal note and disclaimer of sorts: This book advocates for 
physical activity. I am not a doctor and make no claims about what 
exercises you or your students can safely do. You are responsi-
ble for your own safety and that of your students when they’re in 
your care. My hope is that you’ll encourage movement while being 
mindful that each person must know (or learn) his or her limits 
and taking care not to push anyone (including yourself) beyond 
that limit. Additionally, I strongly encourage partnering with your 
physical education colleague(s) about safety concerns and things 
to watch out for with your students. I’m confi dent that you’ll see 
how effective small doses of movement can be for your students in 
the classroom. However, as you’ll read in Chapter 2, the research 
shows that learning is most optimally enhanced after at least twenty 
minutes of cardiovascular exercise. So consider yourself and your 
students lucky if your class directly follows physical education and 
the kids arrive at your door with fl ushed cheeks, heavy breathing, 
and requests to visit the water fountain. All of these are signs that 
their brains are primed for intellectual challenge!

I’ve found that keeping a playful attitude smooths the transition 
from old habits to forming new ones. If you use the methods herein 
to activate your students’ engagement, you and they are sure to 
enjoy your class more than ever before and to demonstrate a deeper 
connection to your course content.

And  yes, you can expect improved learning outcomes and 
higher grades from all of your students.
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CHAPTER 1

THE STORY

MY JOURNEY
I’ve been blessed to learn from and alongside some of the best 
teachers, mentors, and coaches in the fi eld. From my highly 
regarded professors and mentors at New York University’s Stein-
hardt School of Culture, Education, and Human Development to 
my “forever” partners at the Teachers College Reading and Writing 
Project, my peers and administrators at the Clinton School for 
Writers and Artists, and my dear coach and mentors within the New 
York City Department of Education, my entire career has been bol-
stered by incredible educators intent on helping me make every 
moment count for each of my students. They taught me how to 
examine my practice, engage and challenge the students, and make 
decisions with one guiding question: How does this benefi t the kids 
as people and as learners?

All of this is to say that I was running a highly effective class-
room by many standards, including (but certainly not limited to) 
high-stakes test scores, before embarking on the journey that led 
to this book. However, I knew that my students could be achiev-
ing more than they were and that somehow, our work wasn’t all it 
could be. Frankly, it lacked a level of enthusiasm that I wanted my 
students to experience in their learning. Sure, we got excited about 
great literature, fun writing endeavors, and the challenges that lead 
to epiphanies, but I was still not convinced that my students were 
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getting as much personal satisfaction out of their education as I 
thought they could. So I hit the books.

As these things happen, research in one area opened new path-
ways to learning in other areas. Naturally, I sought books on class-
room practices fi rst. Eventually, though, I branched off into books 
on adolescent brain function and the learning process and, with 
the grace of synchronicity, discovered a book that would change 
the course of my teaching, productivity, and personal management 
forever. That one book led to deeper research, lifestyle changes, 
classroom practice tweaks and overhauls, and ultimately profound 
improvements in engagement and learning for hundreds of students.

The book is Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise 
and the Brain, by Dr. John Ratey, an associate clinical professor 
of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School and internationally rec-
ognized expert in neuropsychiatry. What I learned in Ratey’s book 
and incorporated into my own daily habits enabled me to better 
manage my own energy, focus, learning, and overall life experi-
ence. When I introduced these methods into the classroom, my 
students had similar responses. What’s more, our lessons became 
more engaging and their work was more inspired, refl ecting deeper 
thought and understanding.

At the heart of all these results is the undeniable connection 
between movement—physical exercise—and the brain’s capac-
ity to learn and retain new and complex information. We’ve all 
known for some time that exercise is good for us, but the effects it 
has on our brain function and specifi cally, on learning, were only 
recently discovered.

The fi rst thing I changed in my own life was my morning routine. 
Instead of sleeping until the last possible moment before I had to 
drag myself out of bed each morning, I got up an hour earlier to run 
on my treadmill or do an intense (and fun!) dance-based aerobic 
workout. This set me up for an energized day, but also prepped my 
brain for the intellectual challenge of learning more neuroscience 
from an audiobook while driving ninety miles to work.
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Another thing I changed was how I responded to the inevita-
ble afternoon energy slump. Rather than shuffl ing to the nearest 
coffee vendor, I’d get some exercise. If I was blessed with a prep 
period, I’d run up a fl ight or two of stairs and briskly walk the 
empty school hallway (all the kids were in classrooms) to the other 
side of the building, then down the stairs at that end. I’d repeat 
as needed for three to seven minutes. If I had class with kids, the 
problem was addressed in our whole-class active movement breaks. 
If I had a meeting, I’d do some jumping jacks before leaving my 
classroom or do the stairs-and-hallway routine on my way to the 
meeting location.

I also learned to minimize the amount of time I spent in a chair 
(especially in the afternoons, when I was prone to tiring out). 
During paper-grading sessions, rather than sit at my desk, I would 
stand at my classroom windowsill or chest-height bookshelf or 
pace the room while reading my students’ writing. I sat, too, but 
only when my body actually needed the rest.

Essentially, I’d learned to manage my energy and focus through 
movement. It wasn’t long before I was managing my students’ 
energy in the same ways—at least until they were able to do this on 
their own. More on that ahead.

Despite my challenging schedule and circumstances (that 
ninety-mile commute required an unusually early wake-up time), 
my new habits were having profound effects. I noticed little 
changes, at fi rst, like not losing my train of thought in conversa-
tions, having fewer instances of “What’s the word I’m looking 
for?,” and being able to recall detailed information faster. This led to 
greater confi dence in deep-thinking conversations with colleagues 
and friends. I also noticed increased clarity where I’d previously 
become foggy, like in those afternoon meetings aimed at solving 
schoolwide, grade-level, or department-specifi c challenges; I was 
better able to see the big picture and offer creative ideas for the 
team’s consideration.

I wasn’t the only one noticing these changes. My student teacher 
at the time (twenty years my junior) remarked on my “limitless 
energy” and asked if I’d discovered the fountain of youth and was 
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